Concept Map: Democratization
Week 4: Democracy and Democratization: Competing Approaches
Week 5: Democracy and Authoritarianism in the Developing World
Lipset (1959): Democracies are wealthier, more industrialized / educated / urban than non-democracies

Yes
Do economic
development
& democracy
go together?

Yes,
but…

Dahl (1971): Multi-paths to
polyarchy with varying stability .
Transition to polyarchy less likely
with low economic development
but also high inequality, high
socioeconomic concentration

Fish (2005): lack of true
democracy in Russia result of
lack of economic openness &
development, where gov't had
leverage over laws & economic
resources

International
factors

Huntington (1991): explanation for the 3rd wave
include global economic growth (rise of urban
middle class), legitimacy problems, change in
policies of external actors (Catholic church, EU,
US, USSR), and demonstration effects

Structural
factors

Moore (1966): democracy results if there is commercialization of agriculture and revolution

No

Then, what
explains
democracy
or lack
thereof?

Przeworski (1996): democracy most
fragile when poor, but can survive if
poor country grows. But authoritarian
also survive if the country grows. Int’l
climate, democratic experience, and
institutions also matter

Levitsky & Way (2010): linkages to democracies,
leverage that democracies (or non-democracies)
have, and state capacity determine democratic
competitive authoritarianism, or full
authoritarianism outcome

Bellin (2004): authoritarian regime likely to endure if there are patrimonial institutions linking the
regime and coercive apparatus
Institutions

Leadership

Di Palma (1990): how the creators
(suppliers) of democracy craft institutions
(rules of the game) matters to adoption
and survival of democracy

Varshney (1998): historical democratic institutions
and party formation, de-emphasis of economic dev,
ethnic configuration, and leadership allowed Indian
democracy to survive

Lipset (1998): leadership matters to dem survival
Culture

Huntington (1996): some cultures (Confucian, Islamic) less amenable to democracy

Other

Ross(2001): natural resources wealth (oil, minerals) has anti-democratic influence
because of rentier effect, also repression and modernization effects

